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The Quantum Key is the must have, must read book for anyone who was a
fan of What the Bleep and The Secret or any consciousness sciences, abundance systems concepts or free energy technologies. Learn a Unified Field
Philosophy that walks one through what the quantum potential actually is
and how to channel it from a virtual state to an observable state that causes
effects in the physical world. Learn how mass and matter are made possible because of quantum potential, and also explore the simplest model of
gravity and intertia and much more. The most important part of the book is
the clarification of the difference between open and closed thermodynamic
systems and how open systems can freely output more than one has to
input into the system without violating any physical laws at all. Truly the
physics of abundance!

Foreword by Peter Lindemann
Author of Free Energy Secrets of Cold Electricity

In Spokane, Aaron Murakami enjoys working
online full time from home. He is a founding
member of Energetic Science Ministries as well
as being the marketing director of PATHS. Aaron
enjoys researching and developing paradigmshattering, energy producing, consciousness
boosting, and agricultural enhancement technologies.
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“I have read The Quantum Key 5 times now since I bought it in Vegas
from you. It most definitely awakened/enlightened me to the power of/
and truth of our being. We are consciousness. I was empowered with the
chapter showing the distinction between open and closed systems. I am
forever grateful for your effort and deliberate work to consciously awaken
others!” - Grace Haeusler, Winner of 3 Gold, 2 Silver and 1 Bronze
Medals in Karate at The Wide World of Sports 2007

Fans of Law of Attraction,
Environmental Issues, Free Energy
and Consciousness

“...it seems you hit the nail square on its head with the The Quantum Key
book. Well done, spot on.” - Joel Rault, Director of EcoCircle®
Organic Farming Method

ILLUSTRATIONS

“After reading The Quantum Key I finally understand the quantum nature of our universe and our individual lives. Literally a whole new world
was opened up to me that affects my understanding and quality of daily
living. While the phrase "quantum physics" can be intimidating, and
also esoteric in nature, I found this book to be very practical in improving my life. I wholeheartedly recommend reading this book ASAP! - Kevin
Pirolo, Originator of Pre-Paid Phone Cards in the United States
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